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American Hickory Argent BandonAstoriaAcacia American Walnut

Fume Meadows NoirNaturalDune Hayden

Allwood, Just 100% Real Wood.
How often have you heard the story of someone eagerly peaking under the edge of his or her hardwood flooring hoping to find 

beautiful linoleum hiding beneath it? Or been excited to discover a centuries old house with original carpeting? Never, I’m sure. 

But the opposite is certainly true, that first glimpse of real wood always comes as such a happy surprise.

That’s because regardless of the color or species, wood floors have always had a timeless quality and charm about them. 

They add value and character to any home. What’s more, wood flooring lasts. Unlike other materials, real wood floors just seem 

to get better with age. There are a lot of alternatives now that try to imitate the look and feel of wood but none of them really 

do it well, and none are as environmentally friendly.

It’s for these reasons you won’t find laminates or plastics here—just beautiful and environmentally responsible, 100% real wood 

or bamboo...that’s Allwood.



Dunthorpe  |  7
 Inch

Champagne, SelectChampagne 7 Inch DunthorpeCavaBlanc Champagne 9 Inch

TimberSlate White OakRavalPiedmont Tahoe



Slate  |  3 Inch

Dark, inviting, comfortable, elegant...Slate has such a wonderfully versatile look and quality—able to transform to fit 

just about any need. Starting from a nice, character grade white oak, the rich colors are paired with a subtle wire 

brushing, to enhance the grain; giving Slate a warm look and great feel.
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Dune | FRSB-3-DU
Meadows | FRSB-3-MD
Natural | FRSB-3-OK
Slate | FRSB-3-SL
Timber | FRSB-3-TB
Size Length Coverage/Box

3/4" x 3-1/2" RL-48" 17.16ft2

Dune Meadows
Natural

Solid — Hardwood3 Inch

Timber

Slate

ask about our matching moldings and stair parts



ask about our matching moldings and stair parts

Engineered — Hardwood5 Inch

Bandon

Tahoe

Acacia

Bandon | FREB-5-BA
Tahoe | FRED-5-TA
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 5" RL-71" 3mm 19.66ft2

Acacia | FRED-114-2-5-ACA
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 4-3/4" RL-48" 2mm 24.77ft2



American Hickory  |  5 Inch

Our American Hickory offers a beautiful range of colors. Its light creams, tawny beiges, and deep browns are iconic 

in both look and feel. Hickory conjures such a distinctively comfortable image that it’s not hard to picture curling up on 

the couch in front of the fire with a cup of cocoa and a good book. But paired with an Eames Lounge chair, concrete 

counter tops, and exposed duct work; Hickory easily transforms into the perfect vision of current design.
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American Walnut  |  5 Inch

American black walnut is considered by many to be the “domestic exotic”. Of all the hardwoods, its mix of colors and grain patterns stands out 

as some of the most beautiful and unique. In our American Walnut floor you will find warm, deep chocolate tones entwined with light, contrasting 

sapwood creating a striking and inviting floor.
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ask about our matching moldings and stair parts

Engineered — Hardwood5 Inch

American Hickory | FRE-114-3-5-AH
American Walnut | FRE-114-3-5-AW
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 5" RL-48" 3mm 26.22ft2

White Oak | FRE-114-2-5-OK
Piedmont | FREB-5-PD
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 5" RL-48" 2mm 26.22ft2
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ask about our matching moldings and stair parts

Cava

Dunthorpe

Engineered — Hardwood7 Inch

Argent | FREB-7-AR
Astoria | FREB-7-AS
Blanc | FREB-7-BL
Cava | FREB-7-CV
Dunthorpe | FREB-7-DP
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 7-1/2" RL-73" 3mm 30.27ft2

Argent

Astoria
Blanc



Influenced by the Spanish wine of the same name, the color of our 

Cava makes us think of wine cellars we visited years ago along the 

Northeastern coast of Spain. There generations of Catalan wines can be 

found aging to perfection, deep within immense, underground vaults.

Though it has been years since we’ve been, it was 

the first place we thought of when we saw the 

warm, dark-browns of this finish.
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The natural, smoky colors in Fume make the 

perfect canvas on which to create any new home 

design or interior remodel. No matter the space, 

you can dress it up or dress it down. From pure 

rustic to modern chic—and any mix in between 

—Fume feels clean and warm in any room. 

Fume  |  7 Inch
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ask about our matching moldings and stair parts

Engineered — Hardwood7 Inch

Fume | FREB-7-FM
Hayden | FREB-7-HD
Noir | FREB-7-NR
Raval | FREB-7-RV
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 7-1/2" RL-73" 3mm 30.27ft2
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ask about our matching moldings and stair parts

Champagne, 9 Inch

Engineered — Hardwood7 Inch

Champagne, 7 Inch | FREB-7-CH
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 7-1/2" RL-73" 3mm 30.27ft2

Champagne, Select | FREB-115-7-SEL-N
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

5/8" x 7-1/2" RL-73" 4mm 30.27ft2

Champagne, 9 Inch | FREB-9-CH
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

9/16" x 8-5/8" RL-86" 3mm 31.26ft2

Champagne, 7 Inch Champagne, Select



Champagne, Select  |  7 Inch

Our Select Grade Champagne is as beautiful as it gets. It’s without question our most sought 

after design. The color, the feel, and the exclusive-availability of this grade of wood all combine 

into such an attractive floor that is gone nearly as fast as we can make it.
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Unfinished, Select  |  7 Inch

Every now and then the exact color to match your design just can’t be found. As hard as we try to create the most 

attractive pre-finished styles, there is still the chance we don’t have that “just right” look. For those occasions we 

offer our Unfinished European Oak line. Available in 5 Inch, 7 Inch, and premium grade 7 Inch Select. 
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Unfinished, 5 Inch Unfinished, 7 Inch

Engineered — Hardwood5 & 7 Inch

Unfinished, 5 Inch | FRE-115-5-OK-U
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

5/8" x 5" RL-71" 4mm 19.66ft2

Unfinished, 7 Inch | FRE-115-7-OK-U
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

5/8" x 7-1/2" RL-71" 4mm 29.26ft2

Unfinished, Select | FRE-115-7-OK-U-SELECT
Size Length Wear Coverage/Box

5/8" x 7-1/2" RL-73" 4mm 30.27ft2

Unfinished, Select

ask about our matching moldings and stair parts
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DEDICATION TO CARING
Our promise is really very simple...we care. We care about the products 
we make, the people we work with, and the planet we all share.

Caring is why we are very selective of who can sell Allwood products, 
because we know how hard our retail partners work and we want to forge 
lasting relationships with them. Concentrating on hand-picked showrooms 
in strategic locations, and giving them the tools they need, helps our 
partners to provide exceptional service and creates the best consumer 
experience possible.

And Caring is also why we focus on developing products that are responsibly 
produced, precision crafted, and sustainably made from 100% real wood 
or bamboo. Not only do we want to be good stewards of natural resources, 
we strive to be conscientious of what we are leaving behind as well. Wood 
is the only flooring product that comes from, and returns back to, the earth. 
That’s why you will never find printed laminates, plastics, or unnatural 
materials at Allwood.

Builders prefer working with Allwood products because they are made 
to exact quality standards. Designers appreciate the selection of relevant 
colors and styles. And home owners love that Allwood floors continue 
looking great even years after installation.

This dedication to caring has underscored our first two decades in business. 
And now, as we move into our next twenty years, it drives us even more 
to make the best floors we can—putting people and planet first.

BECOME A DISPLAYING RETAILER
You’ve seen our products. You like how they look. And maybe you are 
wondering how to become one of our trusted partners. It’s important 
you know we select only a limited number of retail locations within each 
region. That way, we can focus on quality, availability, and great service. 
And you can concentrate on helping your customers with less worry about 
other competitive retailers in your area. We also understand the value of 
showroom real estate and want to give you the tools you need without 
eating up valuable space.We try to create a complete product offering 
in a small footprint.

For greater flexibility, we have multiple displaying programs that include 
the entire Allwood portfolio or separate programs for the Hardwood and 
Bamboo lines. The Allwood brand is growing rapidly, we are adding new 
partners all the time. So, if you are interested, make sure to contact us today 
at 1-503-255-7976 or CARE@Allwoodgrp.com.

PRICING & AVAILABILITY
While we strive to ensure our products are always in stock, product pricing 
and availability are subject to change without prior notice. For the most 
current information please contact your Allwood Sales Representative.

DIMENSIONS & MEASUREMENTS
All dimensions are rounded to nearest standard US measurement. For 
precise sizes refer to our individual product spec sheets by visiting 
our website www.Allwoodgrp.com.

CARB2 COMPLIANCE
The California Air Resources Board Phase 2 (CARB2) is a certification 
process by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) with an aim to 
reduce formaldehyde emissions and protect the public from airborne toxic 
contaminants. Gaining the CARB2 compliant seal indicates a product has 
formaldehyde levels well within what CARB2 limits considers safe. Fitting 
with our values, Allwood ensures all of our products either meet or exceed 
environmentally conscientious standards, and make the choice to have our 
products all CARB2 certified. 

CHARACTER & WARRANTY
At Allwood, we embrace the beauty and variation created by nature. 
While every sample is created directly from production, it is not possible 
to display all variations in color and character in each sample. Always 
make sure to approve the actual flooring before installation, not just 
the sample. Every plank is unique which is one of the things we love 
about what we do. Allwood quality is backed with a Lifetime Structural 
Warranty and a 25 Year Finish Warranty.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Allwood Hardwood & Bamboo Flooring
PO Box 1788, 
Tualatin, OR 97062
Tel: 503-255-7976
Fax: 503-255-2071
Care@allwoodgrp.com
www.Allwoodgrp.com



Raval  |  7 Inch
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Astoria  |  7 Inch


